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Pressure effects on the properties of Cr thin films sputtered by HiPIMS in deep
oscillations magnetron sputtering (DOMS) mode
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Magnetron sputtering using highly ionized fluxes of sputtered material allows an

increased control over the energy and direction of the sputtered species. High-power

Impulse Magnetron Sputtering (HiPIMS) produces such highly ionized sputtering flux,

using very high target power densities. The cathode thermal load is kept at acceptable

levels by use of short pulses and very low duty cycles. Recently, a new design of

voltage oscillations package pulses has been proposed to reduce arc generation

associated with the very high target voltages and currents used. These have

produced virtually arc-free depositions during reactive deposition of insulating films.

This form of HiPIMS has been named deep oscillation magnetron sputtering (DOMS).

The deposition pressure is an important parameter in direct current magnetron

sputtering (DCMS) as it determines the mean free path and number of collisions

experienced by the sputtered species. At lower deposition pressures the energy of the

sputtered species is only marginally influenced by the gas phase collisions. At higher

pressure the energy distribution is thermalized and the incident angle distribution of

the sputtered species on the substrate widened. For the same reasons, the deposition

pressure is also an important parameter in HiPIMS. Additionally, the deposition

pressure also influences the ionization degree of the sputtered metallic flux and the

energy and direction distributions of the metallic ions arriving at the substrate.

In this work a DOMS power supply (CYPRIUM III from Zpulser) has been used to

deposit chromium (Cr) thin films to study of the influence of the kinetic effects

compared with DCMS discharge. For HiPIMS discharge, both the ionization efficiency

of the discharge and the degree of ionization of the sputtered metallic flux are highly

dependent on the deposition pressure. The Cr thin films were prepared at different

pressures using the same average power (1.2 kW) studying the influence on the

morphology, structure and mechanical properties.
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